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4) International plutonium storage

This represents an attempt to establish a scheme in which
Plutonium will be deposited in an international depository
until it is required for nuclear energy production. The
international discussions have shown that there are techni-
cal and political complexities that will need to be resolved
before a viable scheme could émerge.

5) The UN Conference on Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy

In 1983, a UN Conférence on the Peaceful Uses of Nuclear
Energy will be convened. In these discussions attention may
well f ocus on the "North-South" aspects of nuclear energy
(e.g. technical assistance; training; codes of conduct;
technology transfers; etc.) but the nature of the non-proli-
feration and safeguards f ramework within whichinternational
nuclear co-operation should take place will also be discus-
sed. The latter discussions will probably continue to be
difficult and a major effort will be needed to try to ensure
that a more effective and comprehensive international non-
proliferation régime will be the resuit or, at the minimum,
that the elements of the current régime will not be weak-
ened.

Ix Conclusion

Canada's non-proliferation and safeguards policy has two
objectives: 1) to promote the émergence of a more effect-
ive and comprehensive international non-proliferation
régime; and 2) to assure the Canadian people and the inter-
national community that Canadian nuclear exports will not be
Used for any nuclear explosive purpose. By emphasizing the
key role of the NPT, by promoting reliance upon and improve-
ments in the IAEA safeguards system, by treati 'ng nuclear
Weapon and non-nuclear weapon states alike regarding
Canadian nuclear exports, by working for new approaches
COvering the sensitive phases (e.g. reprocessing) of the
fluclear fuel cycle, Canada's policy promotes.attainment of
the f irst objective. The latter objective is served through
the network of bilateral nuclear agreements that Canada has
Put into place with its nuclear partners. Those agreemfenlts
provide assurance that Cnd's nuclear exports are used
sOlely for leqitimate, peacefuli nuclear energy production
Purposes.

At the same time, Canada, having formulated its
nlon-proliferation and safeguards policy during the perîod
1945 to 1980, has recognized that it has gone as far as it
can on its own in this f ield and that f rom this point on any
further changes should made be on the basis of international


